Dornan says Clinton was guest of KGB

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill Clinton's campaign is dismissing as a "bizarre fantasy" Rep. Robert Dornan's claim that the Democratic nominee was a guest of the KGB during a trip to Moscow more than 20 years ago.

Dornan, R-Calif., has made a number of speeches on the House floor in recent days about Clinton's trip to Moscow while he was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford in 1970. In an interview with the Washington Post, Dornan alleged that the KGB drove Clinton around in a limousine to encourage him to lead anti-Vietnam War demonstrations.

Clinton adviser Paul Begala, appearing on a C-SPAN call-in show, called the allegations "just another bizarre fantasy from Bob Dornan."

Meanwhile, Newsweek reported that State Department officials had found several pages missing from Clinton's passport file, and the FBI was investigating.

The magazine said several media outlets had filed Freedom of Information Act requests for the file and were investigating an unsubstantiated report that the passport file contained pages missing from Bob Dornan.

President Dan Connolly. But we too must exercise our right to speak out. We aren't censoring, we aren't banning. We're simply saying we don't approve and we don't tolerate what happened."

McCarthy agreed. "I think we have to question if Senate had a right to pass the resolution."

"The first amendment gives everyone the right to speak to as many people as they wish," said Adele O'Connor, assistant director of student activities. "We cannot infringe upon a person's way of expression."

"We're simply saying we don't approve of what they did, come to terms with it, and still be strong in my faith," Reinke added.

Pet McCarthy, SUB manager, said he was offended by the show. "This country was founded on religious tolerance. That action displayed no tolerance, no respect. It was a front to the values we hold," he said.

Senate calls on NBC to apologize for Sinead's act

By KENYA JOHNSON
News Writer

Last night Student Senate passed a resolution calling upon NBC to issue a formal apology and statement of regret for broadcasting the act of Sinead O'Connor tearing a photograph of Pope John Paul II during the October 3rd episode of Saturday Night Live.

O'Connor performed "War," a song by the late Bob Marley. After her performance O'Connor held up an 8-by-12 photo of the pope and slowly ripped it into several pieces while saying, "Fight the real enemy."

Pat McCarthy, SUB manager, said he was offended by the show. "This country was founded on religious tolerance. That action displayed no tolerance, no respect. It was a front to the values we hold," he said.

Senate members agreed, but said the resolution does not infringe upon a person's way of expression.

"We agreed with the Senate action."

"I'm shocked and a little taken aback, but not offended. I'm confident enough that I can see what O'Connor did, come to terms with it, and still be strong in my faith," Reinke added.

"We're simply saying we don't think NBC can be held responsible. They immediately disavowed any knowledge of or involvement," Moore added.

Mark Milbopper, president of the Knights of Immaculata, agreed with the Senate action. "We'd hope in good faith that it wasn't NBC's intent, but we still hope they could make an apology," said Milbopper.

"We're simply saying we don't think NBC can be held responsible. They immediately disavowed any knowledge of or involvement," Moore added.

BOG discusses spending cuts with Hickey

By KATIE CAPUTO
News Writer

Saint Mary's President William Hickey discussed recent expenditure cuts with the Saint Mary's Board of Governance during Monday's meeting.

Hickey said that 80 percent of all operating revenues comes from student tuition and room and board.

However, in the last few years, the student population at Saint Mary's has been reduced by 200 students. Because of the decrease in applications to the college, in order to maintain high academic standards, the school could not accept as many students as in the past.

"We are not going to lower our standards," Hickey said. "We're trying to stay within a budget that follows the success of the system."

"To cut expenditures, thirty-four staff and faculty positions have been eliminated within the past three years, Hickey said. Operating budgets have been reduced in every department for the past two years, he said, and all salaries were frozen this year.

"Hickey added that Saint Mary's is not unique to these reductions, but that the college is significantly better off than many other Catholic schools.

Another topic that the board presented to Hickey was the card access system used by McCandless Hall. Hickey said the system follows the success of Augusta Hall, which operates on an honor parietal system.

In the "McCandless Hall experiment," the dormitory was put on the honor parietal system in an effort to persuade students to remain on-campus, he said. The administration plans to give the experiment another year to prove its success.

Hickey ended the meeting by answering the question, "Where do you see Saint Mary's in the next five years?"

"We will continue to work hard at a further diversification of students and staff," he said.

"We are going to continue to work towards a day when students can have more access to Saint Mary's College."

Fireside chat addresses aging problems

By THERESA ALEMAN
News Writer

The process of aging presents problems, changes and opportunities, according to Paul Reinke, assistant professor of the American Association of Retired People, who spoke at a fireside chat yesterday.

The primary concerns of senior citizens included the budget deficit, universal health care problems of old people because they are their own future problems," he said.

Also speaking at the chat was Molly Toole, a woman who has worked in the Hesburgh Library for 21 years, who shared her memories from the past.

Toole expressed excitement over the young people's interest in the problems that the elderly face.

Another day gone by

While sitting on the dock at St. Joseph's lake, senior Vernon Bell and sophomore Villmar Jones admire the sunset.
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Clinton, Bush still tied in poll
By PAUL PEARSON

Gov. Bill Clinton and President Bush are still running neck-and-neck among Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students, according to the latest Observer election poll.

The poll, conducted Sept. 29-Oct. 5, says that 41 percent of students asked intend to vote for Clinton. Thirty-eight percent intend to vote for Bush, 17 percent for Texas billionaire Ross Perot, who officially re-entered the race Thursday.

Bush received a 41 percent approval rating among the stu­dents in the poll. However, when asked who is responsible for the current economic cli­

mate, only 24 percent blamed Bush, while 34 percent said Congress was to blame. Eightteen percent said both Bush and Congress are responsible.

The survey is the result of a random telephone poll of 300 Notre Dame students (153 male, 149 female) and 100 Saint Mary’s students. The margin of error is 5 percent.

Who do you plan to vote for?

Bush 38%

Clinton 41%

Perot 4%

Undecided 17%

Did you support Ross Perot before he withdrew from the race?

Yes 27%

No 73%

918
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USAir strikes, flights stopped

IMPERIAL, Pa. (AP) - Ground crews for USAir, the nation’s sixth-largest airline, walked off the job Monday in a dispute over job security, canceling flights for thousands of people.

Flight attendants voted to honor the picket lines, which sprouted at dawn at airports around the country, including USAir hubs in Charlotte, N.C., and Pittsburgh, where 28 strikers were arrested. Airline pilots said they would continue to work.

USAir said three-quarters of its 2,600 daily departures were taking off and other carriers were accepting stranded passengers. But some travelers forced to find other ways home couldn’t believe their eyes when singer Sinead O’Connor tore up a picture of the pope on “Saturday Night Live.”

“I was offended; the executive producer, Lorne Michaels, likewise was offended and surprised,” said Block. “I haven’t talked to the cast.”

NEW YORK (AP) — The NBC switchboard was still getting calls Monday from people who couldn’t believe their eyes when singer Sinead O’Connor tore up a picture of the pope on “Saturday Night Live.”

“There was an immediate viewer response that continued on Sunday and continues to today,” said NBC spokesman Curt Block.

From the show’s conclusion through Monday, the network received more than 900 calls from people who didn’t like the show — and seven who did.

“174 were Republicans and 111 were Independents in the poll. Seventy-five percent of students believe that Vice President Al Gore, Clinton’s vice presidential nominee, could step in as President if necessary. However, only 37 percent of the students believe that Vice President Dan Quayle could step in if Bush were unable to con­tinue.

The poll, conducted Sept. 29-Oct. 5, says that 41 percent of students asked intend to vote for Clinton. Thirty-eight percent intend to vote for Bush, 17 percent for Texas billionaire Ross Perot, who officially re-entered the race Thursday.

USAir, a major carrier, has filed for bankruptcy protection. The airline has said it plans to make changes, including a 10 percent pay cut for pilots.

The striking union, the In­

ter­national Association of Ma­chtists, represents about 3,800 employees, and many of them said the main issue was job security — not wages or benefits.

The union vote was spontane­ous act on her part, Block said. It’s a spontaneous act on her part, Block said. It’s a spontaneous act on her part, Block said. It’s a spontaneous act on her part, Block said.

The striking union, the In­

ter­national Association of Ma­chtists, represents about 3,800 employees, and many of them said the main issue was job security — not wages or benefits.

"I don’t know how anybody could do this in this economy," said Graf. "It takes a lot of nerve." The striking union, the In­

ter­national Association of Ma­chtists, represents about 3,800 employees, and many of them said the main issue was job security — not wages or benefits.

"I don’t know how anybody could do this in this economy," said Graf. "It takes a lot of nerve." The striking union, the In­

ter­national Association of Ma­chtists, represents about 3,800 employees, and many of them said the main issue was job security — not wages or benefits.

USAir said three-quarters of its 2,600 daily departures were taking off and other carriers were accepting stranded passengers. But some travelers forced to find other ways home couldn’t believe their eyes when singer Sinead O’Connor tore up a picture of the pope on “Saturday Night Live.”

"I was offended; the executive producer, Lorne Michaels, likewise was offended and surprised," said Block. "I haven’t talked to the cast."

"I want to emphasize it was a spontaneous act on her part and unauthorized," he said. O’Connor, who was in England on Monday, wants the action to speak for itself, said spokesperson Elaine Schock.

Security Beat
FRI, OCT. 2
2:01 a.m. An intoxicated Lewis Hall resident was transported to St. Joseph Medical Center for a positive alcohol reading.

SAT, OCT. 3
10:34 a.m. Nurse Dana Security transported a hospitalized Hall resident to St. Joseph Medical Center. The woman had been cut after being hit in the face with a soda can.

10:06 p.m. A Pennsylvania Hall resident was transported to St. Joseph Medical Center for treatment of injuries received from falling out of bed.

You won’t find it in the Observer.

Mike Miller
• Calling for recognition of National Coming Out Day
• Leader of a group the Administration refuses to recognize

David Certo
• Former candidate for Student Body President
• Grand Knight of ND Knights of Columbus
• Outspoken conservative Catholic

A "Question of Tolerance"
TONIGHT 7:30 pm

Public Abrasion
WVFI’s Weekly Discussion of Campus Issues and Politics

With Rich Delevan

PUMP IT UP. •
In concluding the Sesquicentennial Year festivities, the entire University community is invited to participate in the following events:

**Sunday, October 11, 1992**

1:30 - 3 p.m. — Tours of DeBartolo Hall

3:30 p.m. — Sesquicentennial Closing Mass in the South Dome of the Joyce Athletic and Convocation Center

4:45 p.m. — Picnic at Cartier Field (in case of inclement weather, in the North Dome of the Joyce Athletic and Convocation Center)

5 - 8 p.m. — Rides for children and music for all provided by Seamaisin

7 p.m. — Fireworks

There will be no masses in the Basilica (upstairs) nor in the residence halls on Sunday, October 11, to enable the University to gather for this special celebration.
Search continues for crash victims

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) — With little hope of finding anyone alive, workers Monday cautiously searched for hundreds feared entombed in the Utterburn ruins of a 10-story apartment building torn by a crashing El Al cargo jet. Officials said the death toll would likely exceed 250.

Authorities listed that many unaccounted for after the pilot lost a struggle to get his crippled Boeing 747-200 back to Schiphol Airport. The jumbo jet slammed into the angle of the V-shaped building 14 minutes after takeoff.

"Going down! Going down!" were pilot Yitzhak Fuchs' last words Sunday evening after reporting that two of his four engines had caught fire. He and the three others aboard perished.

Police said eight bodies had been pulled from the smoldering and, at times, still burning rubble of the building.

Clinton

continued from page 1

rumor that Clinton considered applying for citizenship in some other country to avoid the draft. Clinton campaign spokeswoman Aris Lavelle and Bush spokeswoman Torie Clarke both said they had no information about the pages reported missing from Clinton's file. The FBI declined comment. Clinton toured Europe during a vacation from Oxford University, Clinton spokesman Dee Dee Myers said. He took a train from Helsinki to Moscow, arriving on New Year's Eve of 1969 and staying for about a week as a tourist.

For many years of dedication

Honoring the namesake of Waddick's coffee shop in O'Shaugnessy Hall, Gary Caruso presents Dean Robert Waddick with a plaque. This plaque was dedicated to Waddick yesterday.

Korean predicts world will end this month

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Kwon Tae-young, seated cross-legged on the white linoleum floor, gestured excitedly as he explained: at midnight on Oct. 28, trumpets will blare and white-robed angels will carry him, his wife and three sons to heaven.

The only earthly remains of the Kwon family, he said, will be the clothes they were wearing, their dental fillings and their ID tags from the Mission for the Coming Days church.

Kwon said he's never been happier.

The firm faith of Kwon — and about 20,000 other church followers — has South Korean officials worried. They wonder how believers will react if doomsday doesn't arrive on schedule.

Some experts are even raising fears of mass suicides if the date passes uneventfully.

Hey Sophomore!

• Do you want to be involved in the most exciting weekend of the year?

Then Sign Up To Join The Sophomore JPW Committee

• If interested, pick up an application at the LaFortune Information Desk.

• Applications due by 4 p.m. Friday, Oct. 9th in the Student Activities Office (315 Lafortune).
ELECTION'S 2

CONGRESS OVERIDES VETO

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate voted Monday night to override President Bush's veto of legislation designed to curtail rising cable television rates, sending the measure to the House for a climactic showdown.

The vote was 74-25, well over the two-thirds majority required to override a veto. "It's a major victory," said Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii. "He's wrong.

If we do not pass this bill, there will never be competition in the cable industry," said Republican Sen. John Danforth of Missouri, a coauthor of the bill, cautioned Democrats not to characterize the vote as a weakening of the president.

"I know a lot of weight has gone on the president's shoulders," said Danforth. "A lot of presidents have had vetoes overridden and they have been very strong presidents."

He pointed out that nine vetoes by President Reagan were overridden. After the vote, White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said, "We stood for lower cable bills for the consumer through increased competition. This is an important principle. We genuinely believe that our approach would be a better way to increase the variety of services available to the consumer at lower prices."

Sen. Alan Gore, the Democratic vice presidential candidate, left a bus campaign with Bill Clinton in Florida to fly to Washington for the vote. The legislation had won big majorities in both houses — 250-125 in the House and 74-25 in the Senate. Twenty-four Senate Republicans had voted for it, and 16 Senate Democrats voted against it. Many supporters of the measure felt it was a victory. "It's a win," said the president's support group.

Bush, meanwhile, faces a day of reckoning on what came perilously close to a renewed no-tax-nevers pledge earlier this campaign season. Congress is about to send him a bill that contains many of the tax breaks he wants — but they're offset by increases in other taxes and fees.

"They pack it up with some of the good things the country needs, and then load in some things like higher taxes, and I'm going to have to differentiate there," the president said Monday on ABC's "Good Morning America."

Bush has been known to fudge, as he seems to be doing now in backing away from an all-out abortion ban, and Clinton has been known to do 180-degree turnarounds, as he did when he told Arkansas he would serve a full term as governor and then entered the presidential race.

"But usually it's the other way around," the president said. "The rap against Bush is that he flip-flops, but the knock against Clinton is that he was weak.

Clinton's positions usually come with qualifiers and conditions. To supporters, that's shadiness and, to detractors, it's slick or evasive.

Candidates struggle with economy

WASHINGTON (AP) — The presidential race entered its final four weeks on Monday with three candidates — instead of two — leveling blame for the nation's woes in a 30-minute commercial.

The candidates, by the Byrd brothers, attribute the new turbulence in the stock market.

Democratic nominee Bill Clinton attributed the day's drop in the Dow Jones Industrial Average — over 100 points at one point — to "uncertainty over Perot Bush's economic program." The Byrd brothers attributed the drop to a "perilously close race with no-new-taxes pledge."

"We urged markets to calm down," said Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii. "It's wrong.

"Just have a fresh set of eyes and tell us what you see," the president said. "Mr. Perot promised to lay out the "truth and the magnitude" of the nation's economic woes in a 30-minute commercial. He said he would be the first in a series. "It's such a massive problem, you have to take it a piece at a time," said Perot, who joined the presidential race last Thursday. He said his advertising campaign, which begins with a half-hour show Tuesday and continues with a 30-minute spot on Friday, will be kind of like the old Superman serial... stay tuned tomorrow and we'll get to the next phase."

Rough Perot was acting and sounding like a major contender, six days before all three will meet in St. Louis for the first of three presidential debates. The independent challenger, whose first national television ad, a 30-minute spot, will air on Tuesday night, insisted he wasn't running to be a spoiler in the presidential race. "It was already spoiled," he said on NBC's "Today" show. "We're just trying to be fair to consumers in a variety of ways, so that's what we're doing.

"Our objective is to help consumers get the best deals and to improve the American economy."

Bush campaigned in Delaware after announcing on a morning television interview show that legislation Congress had previously threatened to consider giving new tax breaks to a commodity tax bill.

Asked on ABC's "Good Morning America" if he would veto the bill, Bush replied: "I'm not sure.

The Place To Be For The Class Of '93 must be 21

Pre-Pittsburgh Social Gathering

9-2 Thursday at the Club

Washington Hale Room Reserved Seats $7
Stuents and Senior Citizeb discounts are available Wed, Thurs and Sun. performances. Tickets are available at the door or in advance at the LaFortune Student Center Ticket Office. Master Card and Visa orders: 239-8138

DIRECTORED BY MARK PILKINGTON

Wednesday, October 7, 7:30 pm
Thursday, October 8, 8:10 pm
Friday, October 9, 8:10 pm
Saturday, October 10, 8:10 pm
Sunday, October 11, 3:10 pm

WILDERNESS! A COMEDY BY EUGENE O'NEILL
**INSIDE BUSINESS**

**NDCIBD focuses on issues abroad**

It is encouraging to see that universities such as Harvard and the University of Pennsylvania are beginning to take note of the increasing internationalization of the world. People, they recognize, have the world is the coming closer together, and as students, they know that with diligent effort they can move their own strides towards producing graduates prepared to "accept the global challenge." As a recently graduating organization, the NDCIBD offers students opportunities outside of the classroom, giving them the freedom to play an active and realize role in the international arena. The organization offers forums, roundtable discussions, fireside chats, training seminars, and most notably, an extensive international intern program.

This is where the future lies. It is the ideals that other universities are realizing to take notice of that the Notre Dame Council on International Business Development has made reality for the last four years. Their mission is calling for all Notre Dame students - to start thinking globally and prepare for the 21st century.

**BUSINESS BRIEFS**

**Unemployment rate drops in September**

WASHINGTON — The nation's unemployment rate edged down to 7.5 percent in September, its lowest level since May, even though employers laid off another 21,000 workers last month. The Labor Department said Friday it marked the third straight month that the jobless rate edged down by 0.1 percentage point after hitting an eight-year high of 7.8 percent in June. Although private economists had been forecasting a far bleaker report, worried that the jobless rate would actually go up, not down, because a huge government summer jobs program ended last month.

**Most Active Issues**

Funding for the National Endowment for the Arts - To start thinking globally and prepare for the 21st century. The nation's unemployment rate fell to 7.5 percent in September, its lowest level since May, even though employers laid off another 21,000 workers last month. The Labor Department said Friday it marked the third straight month that the jobless rate edged down by 0.1 percentage point after hitting an eight-year high of 7.8 percent in June. Although private economists had been forecasting a far bleaker report, worried that the jobless rate would actually go up, not down, because a huge government summer jobs program ended last month.

**Reduction in tax rate key to increase in investment**

By MARK KREJCIG

Business Writer

Eliminating or reducing the Capital Gains tax will give the needed thrust to the $3.3 trillion economy, which is plagued by recession and on a path to growth according to Charles Schwab, founder of the nation's largest discount brokerage company. Speaking Friday on "Careers in the Financial Services Area" at a lecture sponsored by MBA Speaker Series, Schwab said that the Capital Gains Tax "doesn't really tax the wealthy. It's really just a tax on job formation and capital formation." He argues that it discourages businesses from selling their investments and thus discourages them from reinvesting in the economy which would create new jobs.

Schwab said that the United States has the highest Capital Gains tax in the world which "makes us very uncompetitive." Schwab proposed a five-year moratorium on the Capital Gains Tax to help "jump start" the economy.

According to addressing financial issues, Schwab also directed a good portion of his speech to students entering the job market. His message was "you are not to be misled by possible short-term gains and to consider professional and personal growth areas that have the most promise for the future." Schwab said, "The world is loaded with all kinds of conflicts of interest... Investors say they will make you wealthy quick, but they don't tell you that a $25,000 tax credit to some of the more uncompetitive." In every major tax-bill written in recent years, the administration had included a provision that would have given them a $2,500 tax credit to some of the more uncompetitive.

Before even Democrats worked out the tax breaks in the bill, Republicans were showing their disinterest.

Rep. Bill Archer of Texas, Republican on the House Ways and Means Committee, had shrugged off taking a hand in writing the compromise, saying, "I've been on both sides of the table... long enough to recognize when a train is moving out." Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole of Kansas served notice there could be an effort by the GOP to keep the tax breaks that are real cut interest rates, analysts said.

Many economists forecast that the tax breaks could come at the end of a key meeting of Fed policymakers Tuesday. If the Fed does move, analysts said that a variety of consumer and business interest rates, and forward points, would fall as well.

They were not at all certain that a new round of cut rates would have any more impact than the earlier slashing of interest rates in curing what ails a sick economy.
Alcohol use has sobering realities

Dear Editor:

Upon reading Liam Mahoney's letter to the Observer on this date, I was compelled strongly to respond.

In his letter, Mr. Mahoney defends adamantly the right to drink alcohol. With this statement, I have seen absolutely no contention.

On occasion, even I have been seen partaking of the spirits (gasp)!

What did and still alarms me is the further argument implying that the choice to get drunk is one which is totally acceptable and outside the realm of morality.

In other words, the decision is morally neutral and is, in Mr. Mahoney's words, "nobody's business."

Now, at the bottom of this letter, you may notice the title written discreetly under my name and think, "Ah, ha! Just another administrator jumping to the defense of those stifling Notre Dame policies."

Not so. As a rector, I am in an exalted position to understand exactly why the choice to become intoxicated is one which affects not only the individual, but the larger community.

The University of Notre Dame is about the business of forming a Christian community of caring individuals.

Additionally, it attempts to educate young minds with the hopes that they will grow into responsible adults. We do not condemn intoxica-

tion because we are on a big power trip, but, rather, because we witness first hand its effects on the community at large.

Some who resides in a residence hall will, if he or she is honest, attest to the fact that, after another chooses to drink to intoxication, he or she lays the responsibility of his/her choice being directly upon the shoulders of the community.

Almost always must this person be escorted (carried) back to his/her room, often times emptying the contents of his/her stomach on the shoes of a willing friend.

The individual may also choose to leave some of that wonderful substance on the floor of the public bathrooms. And who will clean up that which didn't quite hit the bowl?

Frequently, the individual will look himself/herself in a stall and proceed to pass out. It is always enjoyable to cradle like a worm under the door in order to remove the poor, sick person in order to ascertain whether there is any serious medical danger.

After we have put the party manger to bed, another must volunteer to remain there to keep watch, making sure that our friend does not asphyxiate on vomit.

And, of course, there are those rare occasions which necessitate transporting the person to an emergency room because the person has ceased breathing or has gone into al-

coholic coma. Then I am charged with the grim task of notifying the parents at 4:00 a.m. that their son or daughter is in the Intensive Care Unit.

(Also, I would be remiss if I neglected to remind Mr. Ma-

honey that there have been several tragedies here at Notre Dame which involved students who were driving under the influence of alcohol.)

Now, you might argue that we should ignore the intoxicated one. After all, it was his/her choice to drink and it should be none of our concern.

I would contend, however, that because we are a caring community, it is our obligation to care for the individual who, whether by choice or by fate, cannot care for himself/herself.

However, you can bet that the one who becomes incapacitated by choice will, after the hang-over, be required to assume some responsibility for that choice!

Mr. Mahoney, do not fool yourself into believing that it is socially and morally acceptable to deliver oneself and one's drunk, for, by doing so, you become an enus and an imposition to those wonderful people who actually care about you.

Judy L. Hutchinson Rector Breen-Phillips Hall Sept. 30, 1992

DOONESBURG

SAY, RAY, YOU BEEN AS CONSCIENTIOUS ABOUT PUTTING UP A FEW BABIES AS RAY? BABS!

BABS?

OH, SUCKERS, GON'T GIVE TO MY SAWS AND, THEY GON'T BE TRICKED!

WHAT'S A BABE?

BABE, BABE WITH AN ATTITUDE.

BUT LAST WEEK, I BEGAN TO THINK ABOUT IT... IT WAS THE OBVIOUS ANSWER!

BABE, BABE WITH AN ATTITUDE! I'M MARRIED!

BABE, BABE! I'M MARRIED!

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Ninety-nine percent of failures come from people who have the habit of making excuses."

George Washington Carver

Multiply your thoughts. Submit: QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, 46556
Traveling teaches that the world is a classroom.

Jeff Fisher
Guest Columnist

"Open your eyes to the world around you." This was one of my high school teacher's Laws of History. Mr. Fred Pagel towered over thirty scared high school freshmen with his 6'7" height, but in more than stature long years ago.

And the sad part is that it has taken me until I am a senior in college to realize what he was trying to teach me eight very long years ago.

What brings me to remember Fred's Laws of History is what I have experienced this fall studying abroad.

One of the projects of study that I am on is called the Semester Around the World. Though the title makes it sound like a vacation, the real purpose has been to expose twenty American college students to the people and cultures of the countries around the world.

Eleven metropolitan cities in eight Eastern nations constituted the bulk of the first month of travel. It seemed to me every other day we were in a dramatically different country, with each experience a mutual learning experience. Native food that most fast food restaurants have made a poor imitation of, and a tumult of noises and languages, to expose twenty American students to the people and cultures of the countries around the world.

At one point, our group of students met with the Prime Minister of India, Mr. V. Narasimha Rao.

Mr. Rao told us that the same time to sink in that the most powerful man in the world's largest democracy had taken time out to meet twenty American college students, it shocked us even more when he did not give us a speech or lecture us on India.

Instead, Mr. Rao asked us to relate our experiences and share what we had learned about India.

From our nervousness and apprehension, none of us were prepared to express our feelings, but maybe through this article, what he really wanted us to say will come out.

As a means of parting comment, Mr. Rao pointed out something that really stuck with me. He tried to explain to us a concept that he had found to be true in his lifetime of politics: the difference between knowledge and insight.

Knowledge, he explained, can be gained through studies and books, or policy papers and position statements. While knowledge in itself is very valuable, it will never truly help one understand different people in different cultures.

The most important point Mr. Rao pointed out was that insight can be attained only by experience and putting yourself in the place of the people you want to understand. What knowledge can never teach you, knowledge can never show you.

Strange as it may sound, the most powerful leader of the largest democracy in the world spoke as if trying to get across the very same message: that you have to experience life by opening your eyes to the external possibilities that surround you.

The worst possible thing to do is become complacent or satisfied with what a book teaches or what a movie screen depicts.

As many worlds as books and movies might open up for you, there is no substitute for the real thing. And, hopefully, both Mr. Pagel and Mr. Rao play pride in the fact that their message has made a difference, at least to a small group of young Americans.

With the biggest news from back home centering on whether or not to charge the seating capacity of the football stadium, the life I lived in and day out in America seems so trivial.

Though comparing something like the expansion of the football stadium to life in India may seem farfetched, it is not. It shows how life in the ivory tower of education can blind your eyes to what exists around you.

I am trying to make is that so many people in America have life so good, that they have forgiven how hase and mean the real world can be.

We spend our time and energies arguing about trivial questions when fundamental issues are mostly, and conveniently, ignored.

I am definitely guilty of this too. What I spend going out on a date in America is more than the average Indian earns in a month.

I had no idea of what back-breaking labor really was until I saw women working from sunup to dark doing jobs that very few Americans would accept. The perseverance and patience of the women I met around the world have made a difference, at least to a small group of young Americans.

And, hopefully, both Mr. Pagel and Mr. Rao will make a difference, at least to a small group of young Americans.

The essence of India is impossible to live with without coming to terms with the facts on film. There is no other way to understand India than to stuff yourself onto a crowded public bus, or to wade down the sidewalks during monsoon season, or even to wait in traffic on the freeway as a cow crosses the road.

We have all spent three months now in India studying about India and experiencing what it really is. We have learned the religions of India and have offered Puja at the temples. We have studied the unemployment and poverty of a nation of one billion people, and seen it on the hopeless faces of beggars and homeless children.

We have not only obtained the knowledge of what India is, we have gained the insight of what life is in India from experiencing it.

What I will take back with me from India is a deep-rooted understanding of people. No matter what language they speak, what color their skin is, or what religion or caste they belong to, people are the same the world over.

Within every person there is that same inner strength and oneness that touches you so deeply when you experience it, that you shed your own superstructure.

This is something that I truly believe, and the people I have met have borne the truth of that statement out. While I was here, after travelling the rest of the world, I will forever look at the world through different eyes - hopefully, eyes that are open to other cultures.

I think Mr. Pagel and Mr. Rao would both agree that this is not new knowledge, but it is truly insightful.

Jeff Fisher is a graduate student living in Fisher Hall.

Moynihan should exit God's house.

Dear Editor:

We would like to congratulate The Observer for the coverage of the Jeff Fisher story reporting the raid at The Commons.

We take great pride in drawing this matter to the attention of the student body. It is our hope that Jeff Fisher is returned to the Observer with no further action.

While we are pleased to hear that Jeff Fisher is returning to The Observer, we are concerned about the possibility of the punditism Mr. Fisher may bring to the column.

Since the Second Vatican Council called abortion an "abominable crime" it follows that Senator Moynihan is a facilitator of criminal activity.

Get rid of only God in an individual's heart. However, we know that abortion is wrong. It is the destruction of a human life; a life made in the image of God. Therefore, this man should not be honored in our Father's house.

Christopher J. Godfrey
Law Student
Sept. 27, 1992

Moynhian should exit God's house.

Dear Editor:

As Pro-Life Sunday approaches, the Lastre Medal display is moved from its present site in the Heidelberger Student Center.

A display honoring Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan should be placed in a more appropriate spot; perhaps in a more visible location where the appetite for public acclaim could be better sated.

In today's political environment there is nothing heroic about voting for welfare programs; buying votes is a worn-out tradition among politicians.

The real test of character lies in helping somebody that can't pay you back with a vote. A true prophet is not lauded by the secular press; rather he is despised for telling people a hard truth. Telling people that abortion is an answer is taking the easy way out.

The Lastre medals are given to honor the "sons and daughters of the Church." If Senator Moynihan were a true son, he would mirror his heavenly Father - the Author of Life.

However, he has misused his power to advocate abortion.

Patrick Finn
Dan Welecha
Off-Campus
Sept. 30, 1992

It doesn't matter what way you need to say it, it doesn't matter what you have to say, it doesn't matter how it occurred to you. It doesn't matter what occurred to you.

All that matters is the address: Viewpoint
P.O. Box Q
ND, IN 48556

Moynihan should exit God's house.

Since the Second Vatican Council called abortion an "abominable crime" it follows that Senator Moynihan is a facilitator of criminal activity.

Get rid of only God in an individual's heart. However, we know that abortion is wrong. It is the destruction of a human life; a life made in the image of God. Therefore, this man should not be honored in our Father's house.

Christopher J. Godfrey
Law Student
Sept. 27, 1992
Singing with the best

Karaoke hits South Bend establishments, offers creative outlet

BY JOHN COWAN
Accent Writer

It has taken Michiana by storm. You can hardly find a bar without it. It’s last name is Bridges, of Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises, its company name, not just a fad, it’s a growing phenomenon.

What is Karaoke?

"It's just a 'sing-a-long'," said Bridges. "It's entertainment for everybody and you get to be the entertainer.

A Laser Karaoke machine plays special twelve inch laser disks with music and back-up vocals while displaying the song lyrics on a video screen.

A brave soul from the audience is then able to sing the lead vocals, which is mixed in with the rest of the music, becoming the lead singer and the center of attention, according to Bridges.

Actually pronounced, KAR-A-OK, this form of entertainment began in Japan about eighteen years ago. It was brought to the United States just a few years ago as a novelty to entertainers like Bridges, who said he formed his karaoke success Karaoke would have here in the U.S.

Bridges, one of the first entertainers to bring Karaoke to the Michiana area, has been in the entertainment business for about ten years, having been a disc jockey for WNDU, as well as a singer in local bands, he said. He estimated that there are 200 karaoke machines in the area.

Their success has been extraordinary, he said.

“I’ve played a lot of places and I’ve never found a place that it didn’t work,” he said.

Who does it?

“Everybody does it,” he said. People from all walks of life, and people of all ages are doing karaoke.

There are people who won’t do it," he said. "But even people who say they won’t change their mind after they get a few drinks drinking them.”

As for the talent on the karaoke circuit, he said, "You’d be surprised. There are some fantastic voices out there. It’s like 'The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly,' but people do Karaoke.

And you’d be surprised at how good that song is when it’s mixed in with the music.

Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises uses some of the very best equipment available, by Pioneer Audio, and there is also a Pioneer dealer, he said.

However, Bridges said that it bothers him that people going out on the karaoke scene with terrible equipment. According to Mr. Bridges, one can purchase "Karaoke in a box" for about $2000. This package includes a karaoke player, and a starter set of 10 disks.

Would-be karaoke jockeys can then use any sort of amplifier with their karaoke machine. The result, he said, is always inferior sound and even less-than-professional systems can give people the wrong idea about karaoke.

Besides using professional equipment, Bridges and Clark are professionals themselves. They not only pick the intensity of the background music and vocals to fit each individual, but add effects and echo to help out those whose vocals are somewhat less than remarkable.

They have over 100 disks and add to their selection as new disks are purchased. Although he admits that lately country music has been very popular, his music selection ranges from Hank Williams to Prince, with everything in between.

The cost is about $250-$300 for each night. Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises can be reached for bookings or questions at 232-1772.

In addition, Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises are available for private parties and dorm parties. The cost is about $250-$300 for each night.

Like Paradis, album looks better than it sounds

BY ROLANDO DE AGUIAR
Music Critic

You’ve seen her before. Vanessa Paradis, the sultry Frenchwoman with the big of ‘head, flutters around a bird cage in Channel 12 TV ads for Coca, and still looking like the supermodel she is, pours out a big bottle of the stuff on many magazines’ back pages.

Paradis doesn’t look quite as glamorous on the cover of her self-titled American debut, but she does have a certain adolescent allure. Personal pedophiliac interests outstanding, Paradis is hardly a little girl. Though she has been a musical sensation in France since she was fourteen, she’s practically an adult these days at nineteen.

Unfortunately, her musical development has yet to catch up with time. On this album, Paradis does little more than sing and look pretty. She does the latter very well.

Vanessa Paradis reeks of Lenny Kravitz. It should, because he wrote the songs she sings on this album, produced the entire album. Kravitz has brought his personal obsession with old stuff into the 80’s, and in doing so, anything original in his desire to mimic the music of the 40’s.

Fortunately, Kravitz and Paradis stay away from covers on this album. Almost. We’ve all heard our share of Velvet Underground covers, most of them bad. But Vanessa, Lenny, and

Students sing karaoke at last year’s student leadership conference

They also make recordings of performances. Since the background music is already recorded, when the vocals are mixed in, the result sounds remarkably professional.

"Karaoke changes people," according to Bridges. "Especially if they can sing half-way decent." It is a great boost to the ego, he said. If you can talk, you can sing and getting up there a few times can make a shy person more outgoing.

"Everyone wants to, or would like to, be a star," Bridges said. Karaoke gives anyone with the courage to get up on stage a chance, he said.

Karaoke has been such a hit that after playing a few days at a location, Bridges said that he is usually asked to stay for several months. He averages about three to four months at a location. His show was so popular at one location that after seven months of mostly standing-room-only business, the owners decided to go with live bands since they would not draw such “large crowds.”

Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises is in its fourth month at Pappy’s, in Buchanan, and is also at Lynn’s Dockside, in Ekkart. They will also be at Bleachers on Sundays for the rest of October.

In addition, Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises are available for private parties and dorm parties. The cost is about $250-$300 for each night. Bridges and Clark Entertainment Enterprises can be reached for bookings or questions at 232-1772.
TRANSACTIONS

BASEBALL

American League

The New York Yankees have traded David Wood, the team's manager, to the Chicago White Sox for three players. Wood was fired on Tuesday night after a 4-3 victory over the Kansas City Royals. The trade also includes outfielder Scott Scissons, pitcher Tom Treblehorn, and catcher Steve Owen. The White Sox immediately named Billy Blitzer as their new manager.

Chicago White Sox

The Chicago White Sox have signed Wayne Fury to a two-year contract as their new general manager. Fury was previously the general manager of the Boston Red Sox.

National League

The San Francisco Giants have announced that they will hire Scott M. Stewart as their new general manager. Stewart was formerly the general manager of the Toronto Blue Jays.

NL STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>.385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MLB STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NFL STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAPP Honor Society Presents

The Travellers

Wednesday, October 7, 1992
Room 222
Hershey Library
7-8 p.m.

Come and see why you are better off under the Umbrella.

STUDY & TRAVEL IN THE ORIENT

Saint Mary's College

Orientation Session
Tuesday, October 6
7:00pm Hershey Library

Full Semester of Study in Madras, India
Travel Includes:
Japan, Hong Kong, China, Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, Nepal and India
plus optional time in Europe

All ND and SMC Students Eligible

Call 1-800-423-5515
For a recorded message giving details

Shattuck & Associates

Northeast Bank Indiana

© 1991 Norwest Bank Indiana

Memor FDIC
**PITTSBURGH (AP) —** Mario Lemieux became the highest paid player in hockey today, signing a seven-year contract with the Pittsburgh Penguins worth a reported $42 million.

Lemieux's record-setting contract will pay him nearly twice what any other player in the NHL is making. Philadelphia's Eric Lindros, who will face the Penguins on Tuesday night in Pittsburgh, signed a six-year deal worth $21 million earlier this year.

Lemieux's contract replaces the final two years on his five-year, $12 million deal that had placed him fourth on the NHL salary scale. The money he'll earn during the course of the deal equals almost two-thirds of the $65 million Penguins owner Howard Baldwin paid for the franchise in 1991.

Baldwin said during the summer he wanted to sign Lemieux to a long-term deal that would bind him to the Penguins for the rest of his career and beyond.

Lemieux said he would play the seven years as long as his troublesome back, which caused him to miss the first 40 games of the 1990-91 season, holds up.

The Penguins were secretive about the deal, but regular-season games. In 49 playoff games, he averaged 1.9 goals and 2.8 assists for 1.0 points in 517 games.

The Penguins were secretive about the deal, but regular-season games. In 49 playoff games, he averaged 1.9 goals and 2.8 assists for 1.0 points in 517 games.

**Irish Youth Hockey League is looking for ND students to coach during the upcoming hockey season. If interested, contact Scott Gosselin at 271-7514.**

**The Allkdo Club will be having open practice on Mondays and Wednesdays from 6-8 p.m. in Room 219. Everyone is welcome.**

**RecSports is taking entries for campus badminton, men's and women's interhall volleyball and co-rec basketball. Entry deadline is October 7.**

**The SMC track team will be holding an organizational meeting on October 12 at 3 p.m. in Angela Athletic Facility. Come to the meeting for more information and to meet the coach.**

**ENTER NOW**

**CAMPUS BADMINTON - MEN AND WOMEN**

**UNDERGRADUATES GRADUATE STUDENTS FACULTY AND STAFF**

**VOLLEYBALL**

**IH MEN**

**IH WOMEN**

**CO-REC BASKETBALL**

**Sports Shorts**

**Irish Youth Hockey League** is looking for ND students to coach during the upcoming hockey season. If interested, contact Scott Gosselin at 271-7514.

**The Allkdo Club** will be having open practice on Mondays and Wednesdays from 6-8 p.m. in Room 219. Everyone is welcome.

**Officials are needed for RecSports co-rec basketball.** There are currently 16 teams playing this year in the JACC Auditorium.

**RecSports is taking entries for campus badminton, men's and women's interhall volleyball and co-rec basketball. Entry deadline is October 7.**

**Notre Dame Tae Kwon Do Club** practice times have changed. The club will now meet on Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in the T gym and on Sundays at 4 p.m. in the JACC. If you have questions, call Tim Kalamaras at 277-6797.

**The SMC track team** will be holding an organizational meeting on October 12 at 3 p.m. in Angela Athletic Facility. Come to the meeting for more information and to meet the coach.

**Maple Lanes**

**Barber Shop**

**Hours:** MON-FRI 8:00-5:30

**SAT 8:00-3:00**

2112 South Bend Avenue

Appointments if desired

272-6712

**Serving the South Bend community for over 30 years.**
Fielder finishes season with third straight RBI crown
Martinez and Sheffield take league batting

NEW YORK (AP) — Cecil Fielder has gone where only one other baseball player has gone before. And that was Babe Ruth.

Fielder finished the season Sunday with 124 runs batted in to lead the major leagues in RBIs for the third consecutive year, only the second time in history that feat has been accomplished.

The Bambino did it in 1919 through 1921, and the first year was before RBIs became an official statistic.

Fielder had 132 RBIs last year and 132 in 1990. He hit 51 home runs in his first season in Detroit, batting .277. Then he hit 44 homers last year, batting .277. This year, he batted .244 and hit 35 home runs.

"I'm proud of what I've accomplished, especially because it hasn't been all roses," said Fielder, who credits playing on a team that emphasizes offense with helping him get his RBIs.

"This team can score a lot of runs, and I'm just one of the reasons.

"When you've got guys with 30 homers throughout the order, you know there going to be some good pitches to hit over the plate.

Fielder led the majors or the American League in only one category this season.

Edger Martinez and Gary Sheffield won their first batting titles Sunday while sitting the bench. Fred McGriff won the NL batting crown.

Fielder had 133 RBIs last year, only the second time in 1946.

Fielder, who credits playing on the Atlanta Braves with his hot bat this season, won the NL lead in home runs with 51, while Pittsburgh's Andy Van Slyke, McGriff, who reached 30 homers for the fifth straight season, had the lowest total for an NL leader since Mike Schmidt hit 31 in the strike-shortened season of 1981. Not counting that year, it's the lowest total for the NL since Pittsburgh's Ralph Kiner hit 23 in 1946.

Juan Gonzalez won the AL home run crown. He hit his 43rd Sunday for Texas, beating Oakland's Mark McGwire by one. Gonzalez, 25, is the team's first home run champion since Frank Howard hit 44 in 1970, when it was the Washington Senators.

Darren Daulton of the Philadelphia Phillies led the NL with 109 RBIs, while Pittsburgh's Barry Bonds led in runs with 109 and Atlanta's Terry Pendleton and Van Slyke tied for the lead in hits with 199 each. Pendleton led last year with 187.

Marquis Grissom of the Montreal Expos won his second straight NL steals title with 79, while Kenny Lofton of Cleveland led the AL with 66. It was only the second time since 1980 that Rickey Henderson didn't lead that category, and it was the first time a Cleveland player led since 1906, when Elmer Flick tied Washington's John Anderson at 39.

Tony Phillips of Detroit topped the AL in runs with 114, the first Tiger to win that category since Ron LeFlore had 126 in 1978. Pettitte won his fourth hits title with 210; he led in 1988 and 1989 and tied Kevin Seitzer for the lead in 1987.

McGwire led the AL in slugging percentage at .585, while Chicago's Frank Thomas led in on-base percentage at .439.

Bonds' .624 slugging percentage was the second-highest total in the NL since Stan Musial hit .716 in 1948.

Jack Morris of the Toronto Blue Jays and Kevin Brown of the San Diego Padres shared the LH lead in wins with 21.

Bill Swift of the San Francisco Giants won the NL ERA title at 2.08, while John Smoltz of the Braves beat out David Cone for the strikeout total, 215-214.

Cone, traded by the New York Mets to Toronto in August, had won in 1990 and 1991. He sort of led in '92 also, since he fanned 45 for the Blue Jays for a 259 total.

Mets sorry for poor season

NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Mets, embarrassed by their second straight fifth-place finish in the NL East since 1983, apologized to their fans in full page advertisements in four newspapers today.

The ads, addressed to the fans, read, "Our season wasn't exactly one to remember. We were just as disappointed as we know you were. But what we won't soon forget is all of you who came to Shea (Stadium), despite our many injuries, despite the economy, despite even the bad weather."

"The ad, which appeared in the New York Daily News, New York Post, New York Times and New York Newsday, continued, "they say when you're down and out, you find out who your true friends are. We were happy to discover we still had true friends, by the millions."

"So thank you Mets Fans and thank you New York."

"Spring training is only four months away. We can hardly wait."

Correction:

In yesterday's Observer, the photo of women's soccer player Michelle McCarthy ran on page 3 instead of page 14. The Observer regrets the error.
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CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. "Or leave but in the coup" Jonson
2. Smack
10. Judge's seat
14. Entire range
15. Henry's last Catherine
16. Parent Grell
17. "But war's..." Cowper
18. Dies
19. Can on movie
20. Vacation place
21. Pearl or ruby
23. Sign language pioneer
24. Collect on a surface, as a gas

DOWN
1. Ottoman palace
2. Bird of New Caledonia
3. Muslim scholar
4. Gazebo
5. Church tower
6. Zest
7. Julie Christie role
8. Composer Khachaturian
9. Settings
10. Ask for alms
11. Pedro's pal
12. Gulf of Guines leader
13. Ascend
11. Staff symbol
15. Balbo's mother
16. Seasonal entertainment
17. Scored amusingly
18. Guilt
19. N. Atlantic isl.
20. Sesame
22. Actor
23. Word on a marque
24. Beauchamp's row
25. Suffix with cell
26. Rachel Carson subject
27. Evaporating
28. Detective's find
29. Compensation
30. Understanding words
31. Porcelain-producing dynasty
32. "Fellow"
33. Kind of screen
34. Cuban's tree
35. Room, frequently
36. Animer and Sullivan
37. Inconsequential one
38. Undergraduate student information program
39. Human rights as if
42. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
43. "How to Choose a Major: Options, Opinions and Opportunities," Harold Attridge, Dian Murray and Frank Jonello, Lounge, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by Collegiate Office for Undergraduate Studies and College Fellow's Office.
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75. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
76. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
77. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
78. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
82. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
83. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
84. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
86. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
89. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
90. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
95. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
100. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Morales, the Infancia American Song and Dance Group.
104. "Cultural Cafe," featuring Puerto Rican storyteller and folklorist Carmen Alicia Mor
There is a significant disaster developing in Chicago's public high schools. For those of you who haven't seen the front pages of the Chicago Tribune or the inside pages of the South Bend Tribune, a storm is brewing in the city's high school athletic departments. According to the Chicago Tribune, the city's Board of Education recently made $1.5 million in cuts, representing 43 percent of all extra-curricular activity funding.

Now school administrators are scrambling to find private donors to reverse the funding by the November 1 deadline set by the Chicago Teachers Union. Among the city's 75 public high schools.

A Chicago radio station has offered to raise $500,000 needed to keep extracurricular activities alive through the remainder of the school year, according to Superintendent Ted Kimbrough.

Kimbrough also appealed to the city's professional sports teams, marquee players and fans for the sake of contributions; however, most said they already contribute significantly and have little leeway in giving more.

Yet while most coaches and Athletic Directors seemed confident the crisis would be resolved before their season start, Kimbrough admits the costs in funding athletic departments are "just a Band-Aid approach.

Whatever the outcome, this crisis presents a scary thought. Last year when the university cut the varsity wrestling program, wrestlers, students and coaches stood in disbelief and protest.

Being active participants in high school extracurriculars, few students could imagine a limit being imposed on their opportunities at a place that provided them with unforgettable experiences.

Now, our nation's third largest metropolitan area is in danger of losing its entire extracurricular program for public high schools.

Forget about the selfish perspective of how it might affect the athletic recruiting process of Notre Dame or even a private college.

Imagine how these students from predominantly poor neighborhoods would spend their time if their afternoons and weekend evenings are no longer occupied by practices and games.

Now, imagine a high school without football or basketball teams. Imagine a high school without cheerleaders, or a band. Imagine a high school without a National Honor Society or even a chess club.

At present, it isn't that hard to do. However, imagine that the entire extracurricular program for school students use athletics as a means of stress relief, a well-rounded range of experiences, or to afford to continue academically, or to afford to continue competing in team sports.

Imagine a limit being imposed on their opportunities at a place that they have contributed significantly and have little leeway in giving more.

Whatever the outcome, this crisis presents a scary thought. Last year when the university cut the varsity wrestling program, wrestlers, students and coaches stood in disbelief and protest.

Being active participants in high school extracurriculars, few students could imagine a limit being imposed on their opportunities at a place that provided them with unforgettable experiences.

Now, our nation's third largest metropolitan area is in danger of losing its entire extracurricular program for public high schools.

Forget about the selfish perspective of how it might affect the athletic recruiting process of Notre Dame or even a private college.

Imagine how these students from predominantly poor neighborhoods would spend their time if their afternoons and weekend evenings are no longer occupied by practices and games.

Now, imagine a high school without football or basketball teams. Imagine a high school without cheerleaders, or a band. Imagine a high school without a National Honor Society or even a chess club.

At present, it isn't that hard to do.

### INSIDE SPORTS

| **Men's golf at MCC** | see page 13 |
| **MLB season leaders** | see page 14 |
| **Lemieux signs record deal** | see page 13 |

**Belles look to recover against Kalamazoo**

By KILEY COBLE

The Saint Mary's soccer team was not able to top the University of Saint Thomas this Saturday, losing 1-0. "It was a pretty even match. We just couldn't score against them," coach Tom VanMeter said.

"Everyone individually did very well, especially our forwards Megan Dalsaso and Stacy Winget," said VanMeter, noting also that goalie Mary Beth Berger showed a strong performance in the second half, holding off many goal attempts.

Captain Kristen Crowley said the loss was difficult because the team didn't play with the intensity they needed to win.

"This showed us what we need to do to win," Crowley said. "It's tough, but we've got the next three matches and we are scheduled to play them. They are all very good teams and this serves as an awakening to test our abilities," she continued.

The Belles will need that missing intensity when they travel to Kalamazoo College on Tuesday. Kalamazoo represents this area in the NCAA tournament last year.

**Eagles beat Dallas on two Walker touchdowns**

**PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Before Monday night's showdown, Herschel Walker niftily dodged inquiries about his desire for revenge against the Dallas Cowboys for trading him.**

Then he went out and niftily dodged the Cowboys, scoring touchdowns on runs of 9 and 16 yards and rushing for 86 yards on 19 carries as he and the Philadelphia defense combined to beat Dallas 31-7 in a battle of the NFC's last two unbeaten teams.

That defense, led by linebackers Seth Joyner, Byron Evans and William Thomas, got four turnovers — three interceptions and a fumble recovery that led to three touchdowns and denied the Cowboys another. The Eagles broke away with three touchdowns in the final 20 minutes.

It was just another chapter in the sad saga of Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman against the Eagles, who now lead the NFC East at 4-0, while the Cowboys fell to 3-1.

Aikman, sacked 11 times by the Eagles in Dallas last year and knocked out of a game here two years ago with a separated shoulder, was flushed from the pocket by Reggie White on the first play of the game and forced to ground the ball, setting a pattern that continued throughout.

Two plays later, John Booty picked off a pass over the middle, returned it to the 14 and set up a 2-yard booting for a TD by Randall Cunningham four plays later.

**The Cowboys came back to tie it on a 7-yard pass from Alkman to Kelvin Martin and the Cowboys took a 10-7 lead on Roger Rueck's 40-yard field goal with 1:34 left in the first quarter. Then came perhaps the crucial turnover.**

With Dallas at third-and-goal at the Eagles 2, Aikman rolled right, threw the ball toward the end zone, but it was deflected by Thomas into the hands of Wes Hopkins on the goal line. The Cowboys had it all set up with it still 10-7 midway through the third quarter, Aikman hit Alvin Harper for 42 yards to the Philadelphia 44. On the next play, Joyner hit Aikman's arm as he threw and Evans picked off the ball and took it back 12 yards to the Dallas 45.

Eight plays later, Walker put it to the team that traded him to the Minnesota Vikings three years ago for 12 players and draft choices, as he went 9 yards into the end zone to make it 17-7.

He got his second TD early in the fourth quarter after Evans knocked the ball loose from Daryl Johnston and Thomas came out of a scramble with the ball at the Philadelphia 48.

Four plays later, with the ball at the 16, Walker broke left, cut back into the end zone, raising the ball above his head and simulating a spike, which was not able to top the University of Saint Thomas this Saturday, losing 1-0. "It was a pretty even match. We just couldn't score against them," coach Tom VanMeter said.

"Everyone individually did very well, especially our forwards Megan Dalsaso and Stacy Winget," said VanMeter, noting also that goalie Mary Beth Berger showed a strong performance in the second half, holding off many goal attempts.

Captain Kristen Crowley said the loss was difficult because the team didn't play with the intensity they needed to win.

"This showed us what we need to do to win," Crowley said. "It's tough, but we've got the next three matches and we are scheduled to play them. They are all very good teams and this serves as an awakening to test our abilities," she continued.

The Belles will need that missing intensity when they travel to Kalamazoo College on Tuesday. Kalamazoo represents this area in the NCAA tournament last year.
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Eight plays later, Walker put it to the team that traded him to the Minnesota Vikings three years ago for 12 players and draft choices, as he went 9 yards into the end zone to make it 17-7.

He got his second TD early in the fourth quarter after Evans knocked the ball loose from Daryl Johnston and Thomas came out of a scramble with the ball at the Philadelphia 48.

Four plays later, with the ball at the 16, Walker broke left, cut back into the end zone, raising the ball above his head and simulating a spike, which was not able to top the University of Saint Thomas this Saturday, losing 1-0. "It was a pretty even match. We just couldn't score against them," coach Tom VanMeter said.

"Everyone individually did very well, especially our forwards Megan Dalsaso and Stacy Winget," said VanMeter, noting also that goalie Mary Beth Berger showed a strong performance in the second half, holding off many goal attempts.

Captain Kristen Crowley said the loss was difficult because the team didn't play with the intensity they needed to win.

"This showed us what we need to do to win," Crowley said. "It's tough, but we've got the next three matches and we are scheduled to play them. They are all very good teams and this serves as an awakening to test our abilities," she continued.

The Belles will need that missing intensity when they travel to Kalamazoo College on Tuesday. Kalamazoo represents this area in the NCAA tournament last year.